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ABSTRACT Massive MIMO is one of the promising techniques to improve spectral efficiency and network
performance for reaching its targeted multi-gigabit throughput in 5G systems. For 5G New Radio (NR)
systems, one of the key differences compared to 4G systems is the utilization of high frequency millimeter
wave (mmWave) bands in addition to sub-6GHz bands. To keep the complexity and implementation cost
low, hybrid analog-digital beam-forming with large-scale antenna array has become a common design
approach to address the issue of higher propagation loss as well as to improve spectral efficiency in
mmWave communication in 5G NR. The 5G NR standard is designed to adapt to different beam-forming
architecture and deployment scenarios. This paper provides the overview on beam management procedure
according to the current 5G standardization progress. We discuss some major challenges of millimeter-
wave communications encountered in the current 5G NR standard and present some expected enhancements
considered for the future beyond-5G standard.

INDEX TERMS 5G NR systems, beam management, physical layer, beyond 5G, hybrid beamforming,
AI based beam management.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has
recently finished the standardization process of Release 15 of
New Radio (NR) access technology which is the first ver-
sion of the 5th Generation wireless system [1]. Meanwhile,
the standardization process of next 5G release i.e. Release
16 is still on-going and will be expected to finish in 2020.
For 5G systems, one of the key differences compared to
4G LTE is utilization of high frequency mmWave bands in
addition to lower frequency bands for different targeted net-
work deployment scenarios [2], [3]. The new Radio Access
Technology (RAT) considers frequency ranges up to 100GHz
with system bandwidth larger than 100MHz or even reaching
up to 1GHz [2]. For mmWave communication above 6GHz,
it suffers from significant path loss and penetration loss [3].
One solution to solve this problem is to deploy large-scale
antenna array to achieve high beam-forming gain to com-
pensate the loss. It is a practical solution in high frequency
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system due to smaller wavelength of high-frequency signal.
For around 70 GHz, up to 1024 transmit (Tx) antenna ele-
ments are considered in the 5G NR study [1]. When antenna
scale is so large, fully exploiting multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) gain by pure digital beam-forming in base-
band is not realistic due to the problems on hardware cost,
power consumption and standardization complexity since
it requires dedicated RF chain for each baseband antenna
port [4]. Therefore, multi-antenna schemes considering
hybrid analog-digital beam-forming, as shown in Figure 1,
is supported in NR to reduce the cost and complexity of 5G
equipment.

With hybrid beam-forming, it reduces the number of RF
chains, also known as transmit-receive unit (TXRU) [5] and
hence TXRU to antenna element mapping no longer to be one
to one mapping. Hybrid beam-forming schemes for different
TXRU virtualization structures have been studied recently
with consideration of using phase shifters. TXRU virtual-
ization can be categorized into full connection structure and
subarray structure [6]–[9]. The full connection structuremaps
each TXRU to all antenna elements, while the subarray
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FIGURE 1. Hybrid beam-forming system in 5G.

structure maps each TXRU only to the antenna elements
belonging to the same subarray by dividing antenna elements
into multiple subarrays.

With massive number of antennas in 5G, multiuser (MU)
MIMO can be effectively used to multiplex users in spa-
tial domain by steering narrow beams towards users more
precisely. In addition, beam-forming can be done in both
azimuth and elevation domain with two-dimensional antenna
array. This spatially separates more users in vertical direc-
tion as well as horizontal direction. In practice [10],
MU-MIMO has been proven to work well with massive
MIMO in 5G networks. To implement MIMO operation,
acquiring accurate channel state information (CSI) at trans-
mitter side is crucial especially for MU-MIMO. In LTE, there
are two types of CSI acquisition schemes supported to obtain
CSI at the base station: for frequency division duplex (FDD)
operation, codebook-based feedback is used, while for the
time division duplex (TDD) operation, reciprocity-based
sounding is used [11]. With larger number of antennas intro-
duced, the dimension of codebook increases accordingly.
Therefore, it becomes more difficult to design optimal code-
books. Meanwhile, the overhead of downlink pilot used for
CSI measurement (aka CSI-RS, CSI Reference Signal) and
feedback overhead from User Equipment (UE) become too
large. In addition, support multi-user using mmWave spatial
division multiple access has certain constraints based on

number of RF chains and user grouping criteria in practical
use cases [12]. Considering the above aspects, MIMO frame-
work which can be scalable and adaptable to different MIMO
scenarios has been standardized.

As 5G mobile communication using millimeter wave has
become a hot topic, there is a good amount of previous
work on beam management for millimeter wave consider-
ing mobile environment. In [13], [14], studied and proposed
beam tracking algorithm in mobile environment by using
extended Kalman filter to improve beam alignment accu-
racy. Some previous work considered location aided beam
management consideringmobility. Evaluation in [15] showed
the benefits of location information for channel estimation
and beam alignment. In [16], [17], inverse fingerprinting has
been proposed to identify the beam pair links by machine
learning based on the location information of base station
and mobile user and past beam measurement. In [17], further
improvement is done by online training. With these advanced
beam management techniques in mind, the goal of this arti-
cle is to provide the overview of standardization support
on beam management for mmWave communication in the
current 5G standards and the future beyond 5G standards.
Some recent papers [18]–[20] have been published to provide
overview of beammanagement for 5Gmillimeter wave in 5G
NR standard. The overview paper [18] provides good high-
level overview on CSI acquisition and beam management in
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FIGURE 2. Two stage CSI framework.

Release 15 of 5G NR. Some papers [19], [20] focus more
on the comparison of beam management operations for 5G
NR-only standalone mode and 5G NR non-standalone mode
together with 4G LTE carrier in initial access aspects. How-
ever, some of the details for each step of beam management
in connected mode after initial access are missing in these
papers. Moreover, there is not much discussion on beam
management for more recent release e.g. Release 16 and
future releases e.g. Release 17.

In this article, we provide overview of beam management
schemes in the aspects of 5G standardization for the recent
releases including Rel-15 and Rel-16 and the future releases
of 3GPP NR standard. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows: In Section II, we present an overview of MIMO
standardized framework which consists of beammanagement
stage and CSI acquisition stage. In Section III, we discuss
some details of beam management procedure considering
multi-panel operation. Evaluation results on group based
reporting are shown. In Section IV, major challenges and
future trends on beammanagement enhancements for beyond
5G in future NR standard releases are discussed. Conclusions
are drawn in Section V.

II. STANDARDIZED 5G MIMO FRAMEWORK FOR
MILLIMETER WAVE
To obtain channel state information (CSI), the standard-
ized 5G MIMO CSI framework can be divided into two
stages [18]. As shown in Figure 2, the first stage is beam
management stage which is followed by CSI acquisition in
the second stage. For hybrid beam-forming based mmWave
systems, the beam management stage is often considered as
the procedure of analog beam selection. Beam selection can
be done based on measurement of reference signals (RS)
where beamforming weights are applied across antenna ele-
ments for generating the RS so that the RS is transmitted in
specific beam direction. The measurement can be based on
downlink CSI-RS transmitted by a base station in Case 1 or

based on uplink Sounding Reference Signal (SRS) transmit-
ted by a UE in Case 2. For both cases, the number of RS
resources depends on the number of analog beams for selec-
tion. While the details of beam management procedure are
described in Section III, beam selection process is described
in high-level based on Case 1 and Case 2 as follows:
• Case 1 BM based on CSI-RS [18]–[21]: A pool of
downlink CSI-RS resources is transmitted by base sta-
tion (BS) corresponding to different analog beams.
Beam selection is done at UE side after measurement.
Beam ID is reported from UE to inform BS the beam
selection. Beam ID refers to the index of selected CSI-
RS resource which is virtualized by the selected analog
beam. Along with the beam ID, beam quality measure-
ment metric, e.g. Reference Signals Received Power
(RSRP) [22], corresponding to the selected analog beam
is calculated and fed back to the BS.

• Case 2 BM based on SRS [17], [20], [23]: A pool of
uplink SRS resources are transmitted by UE correspond-
ing to different analog beams. Beam selection is done at
BS side after measurement. Beam measurement results
from uplink SRS can be applied to beam selection for
downlink analog beams based on channel reciprocity in
spatial domain, where the angle of arrival at receiver
becomes the angle of departure at transmitter and vice
versa [17]. In this case, the selected beam refers to the
receive beamforming weights used to receive SRS with
the maximum received power.

Given that BS has obtained the information of selected
analog beams in the first stage, the second stage of CSI
acquisition is common to case 1 and case 2. In the second
stage, selected analog beams are applied to downlink CSI-RS.
Each of the CSI-RS ports is a digital port mapped to each of
the TXRUs connected to a set of antenna elements by analog
phase shifters based on the selected analog beam. It is known
as beam-formed (BF) CSI-RS since analog beam-forming is
performed on the CSI-RS ports. Based on the measurement
on this BF CSI-RS, a UE derives a quantized CSI [18] in
terms of rank indicator (RI), precoding matrix index (PMI),
and channel quality indicator (CQI), which represents spatial
channel multiplexing order, channel directional properties
and channel quality respectively. The precoding matrix index
points to a two-dimensional discrete Fourier Transform (2D-
DFT) precoder in the standardized codebook [18], [24]. The
selected 2D-DFT precoder can be used by the base station for
digital precoding. Like LTE [25], the 2D-DFT codebook is
targeted for 2D structural antenna arraywhich steers the beam
on both vertical and horizontal direction for 3D beamforming.
After these two stages, the BS can obtain the full CSI which
includes the information of selected analog beam and digital
precoder for hybrid beam-forming.

III. BEAM MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE
As introduced in previous sections, due to the hybrid
beam-forming structure of mmWave systems in 5G, one
of the fundamental features is beam management process.
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FIGURE 3. Beam management procedures.

In Section II, two simple approaches of beam selection pro-
cess are described. Due to fast changing environment in real-
ity including mobility, blockage [26] and UE rotation [27],
beammanagement process involves more procedures in prac-
tice. In this section, we present and discuss about the related
procedures under standardized MIMO framework. Beam
management is defined as a set of Layer 1 [24] (i.e., physical
layer)/Layer 2 [28] (i.e., medium access control) procedures
to acquire and maintain a set of beam pair links i.e. a beam
used at transmit-receive point(s) (TRP(s)) for BS side paired
with a beam used at UE. The beam pair links can be used for
downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) transmission/reception. The
beam management procedures include at least the following
six aspects. Some of the aspects are defined in the technical
report during the study phase of 5G standardization [1].
• Beam sweeping: operation of covering a spatial area,
with beams transmitted and/or received during a time
interval in a predetermined way.

• Beam measurement: for TRP(s) or UE to measure
characteristics of received beamformed (BF) signals

• Beam reporting: for UE to report information of BF
signal(s) based on beam measurement

• Beam determination: for TRP(s) or UE to select of its
own Tx/Rx beam(s).

• Beam maintenance: for TRP(s) or UE to maintain the
candidate beams by beam tracking or refinement to
adapt to the channel changes due to UE movement or
blockage.

• Beam recovery: for UE to identify new candidate
beam(s) after detecting beam failure and subsequently
inform TRP of beam recovery request with information
of indicating the new candidate beam(s)

Beam management can be done in both of UL and DL
directions. When good channel reciprocity is available (e.g.
in time division duplex (TDD) systems), beam management
of one direction can be based on another direction, e.g.
UL beam management can perform well based on the results
of DL beam management. In legacy 4G systems, channel

reciprocity was discussed mainly based on non-precoded
channel. In NR, a new terminology - beam correspondence is
introduced in 3GPP for utilizing uplink-downlink reciprocity
of beamformed channel: UL Tx/Rx beam(s) can be deter-
mined based on beam measurement of DL BF RS, and vice
versa.

The standardized beam management framework can be
used to support group based beam management. The concept
of group based beam management is to manage beams in
group basis instead of beam-by-beam basis, considering that
beams sharing similar channel properties can be put into
the same beam group. The beam management procedure
including beam sweeping, beam measurement, (grouping-
based) beam reporting, beam determination, beam (group)
maintenance and beam failure recovery is shown in Figure 3.
Details of each step are described in Parts A-F below.

A. BEAM SWEEPING
Three procedures of beam management can be used with
beam sweeping on TRP and/or UE side as described below:
• Procedure 1 (P1): TRP beam sweeping and UE beam
sweeping.

• Procedure 2 (P2): TRP beam sweeping only.
• Procedure 3 (P3): UE beam sweeping only.

The examples for P1, P2 and P3 procedures can be found
in Figure 4.

To perform sweeping over multiple Tx beams, each Tx
beam can be transmitted on an RS resource for beam man-
agement. To perform sweeping over multiple Rx beams, each
Tx beam can be transmitted repeatedly multiple times in the
same RS resource set so that receive side can sweep its Rx
beams in multiple transmission instants. For downlink beam
management, it assumes TRP has a set of N Tx beams and
UE has a set of M Rx beams for beam sweeping in P1. Each
of the N Tx beams is transmittedM times from the TRP side
so that the UE can be received using M multiple beams per
Tx beam. Therefore, NxM BF CSI-RS transmission instants
are required for P1. For P2, N BF CSI-RS transmission
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FIGURE 4. Procedures of beam sweeping: (a) P-1, (b) P-2 and (c) P-3.

instants are required since the UE receives a set of N Tx
beams with the same Rx beam. For P3, it requires M BF
CSI-RS transmission instants with the same Tx beam for the
UE to sweep M Rx beams. For uplink beam management,
the process can be the same except that the transmit side and
receive side is switched between TRP and UE.

B. BEAM MEASUREMENT
UE/TRP performs beam measurement by measuring beam
sweeping based RS, i.e. CSI-RS, for downlink and SRS for
uplink. For downlink, a UE measures the received power of
each BF RS so that the beam quality can be derived from
beammeasurement. Based on the measurement, beam group-
ing can be performed by the UE. To be more specific, each
UE groups downlink Tx beams into the same beam group,
according to spatial channel properties (including angle of
arrival and spatial correlation, etc) observed by the UE. Since
less number of antenna elements is usually equipped at UEs
compared to TRPs, the beamwidth of UE Tx/Rx beams is
often wider. It is reasonable to assume that multiple TRP Tx
beams correspond to the same Rx beam at UE. Therefore,
instead of one-to-one beam pairing, these multiple Tx-Rx
beam pairs are often considered as multiple-to-one beam
grouping. Beam grouping also lets UE identify multiple clus-
ters observed by the UE.

C. BEAM REPORTING
In NR standard, it supports beam reporting such that the UE
can report beam information including measurement quan-
tities for N downlink Tx beams and information indicating

FIGURE 5. Performance comparison between group and non-group based
reporting.

these N beams, i.e., DL RS ID(s). The measurement quan-
tities can be in the form of reference signal received power
(RSRP). Depending on whether beam grouping is performed
or not, the beam reporting format can be further divided into
two categories [24]:
• Group based reporting: The N downlink Tx beams in a
reporting instance can be received simultaneously by the
UE by multiple receive panels. This means that the sub-
sequent DL transmission can be scheduled with up to N
downlink Tx beams. For instance, as shown in Figure 1,
the UE enables two antenna panels to simultaneously
receive two independent Tx beams, which experience a
line-of-sight (LOS) path and a strong non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) path, respectively.

• Non group based reporting: UE reports the N downlink
beams with the N-best received power without further
UE assumption about simultaneous reception for these
N beams. In the other word, the subsequent DL trans-
mission can only be performed with only one Tx beam
selected from the N beams since TRP does not know
which beams can be simultaneously received by the UE.

With group based reporting, a UE can help a TRP to iden-
tify multi-path observed by the UE and let the TRP know the
UE beam information implicitly. System level evaluation is
done to compare these two reporting schemes i.e. non-group
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based reporting and group based reporting, where N = 2.
Evaluation results for indoor hotspot scenario and urban
macro (UMA) scenario are respectively shown in Figure 5(a)
and Figure 5(b). It can be observed that about 15% gain
is obtained in both scenarios. For UMA scenario, it can be
shown that outage percentage is quite high due to severe
Outdoor-to-Indoor (O-to-I) penetration loss. The outage per-
centage is reduced with group-based reporting. In general,
the gain comes from better support of multi-panel transmis-
sion schemes including spatial multiplexing, joint transmis-
sion and diversity given that group based reporting tends
to report more meaningful spatial information by avoiding
report of correlated beams. For example, the gain from cell
center UEs in UMA scenarios mainly comes from performing
spatial multiplexing with uncorrelated beams. While for cell
edge UEs in UMA, better support of diversity is the major
contribution to reduce the outage percentage in UMA. For
indoor hotspot, it is for small coverage area but it is an
interference limited scenario. Depending on dynamic traffic
load from interfering cells, the experienced SINR can be dra-
matically changing in time. Group based reporting provides
useful information to assist network on switching between
different transmissions schemes according to channel and
interference situation.

In 3GPP Release 15, N = 2 is supported for group based
beam reporting, i.e., a UE can report up to 2 beams which can
be received simultaneously by the UE by possibly two receive
panels (i.e., only one downlink Tx beam per panel). In order
to support more UE receive panels and more candidate beams
for each UE receive panel, beam grouping is considered as
one of the enhancement areas for future releases.

D. BEAM DETERMINATION AND INDICATION
Based on downlink Tx beams, measurement quantities and
grouping information reported by UEs, the TRP determines
the beam(s) used for data transmission. The most straightfor-
ward way for TRP to determine the beam is to follow UE rec-
ommendation and use the beam with the best reported RSRP
for data transmission. However, it is not always the case
considering multiple perspectives including multiuser trans-
mission, interference coordination and channel reciprocity.
TRP should have the flexibility to change or refine the beam
according to its need. Hence, beam indication is required for
TRP to inform UE which beams are used for data transmis-
sion so that the UE can use the corresponding proper receive
beam for data reception.

Regarding beam indication, the TRP indicates the BF RS
ID (instead of explicit Tx beam ID(s)) which represents the
beam (group) of the data transmission. Equivalently, the TRP
indicates the spatial channel properties information to the UE
to assist UE-side beam-forming/reception as beam indica-
tion. This beam indication can be conducted via multi-stage
indication for QCL among RS ports, via joint higher layer
signaling and physical layer signaling to reduce the overhead
while maintaining the flexibility of beam indication. In NR
standard [29], up to 128 beams can be configured by Radio

Resource Control (RRC) layer signaling. Out of 128 candi-
date beams, up to 8 candidate beams can be selected by MAC
layer signaling [28]. This requires 3 bits in physical layer
signaling [30] which is used to indicate one final beam for
data transmission. This is done for one TRP in Release 15.
In Release 16, it is extended to support two TRPs so that
2 beams, each beam corresponding to each TRP, can be
indicated by physical layer signaling. This enables joint trans-
mission using multiple beams with coordination between two
TRPs. In addition, overhead saving is introduced in Release
16 so that multiple carriers can share the same MAC layer
signaling to simultaneously down-select the same set of 8
candidate beams. This is particularly useful for the cases
that channels and dominant beams of multiple carriers are
correlated so that update of the candidate beam pool can be
done simultaneously.

For UL beam management without beam correspondence,
the UE applies Tx beam which is transparent to the TRP on
UL BF RS resource(s) for UL beam sweeping and measure-
ment. However, different from DL beam management, TRP
does not need to report the results of UL beam management
to UEs. It just needs to indicate the index of measured UL BF
RS resource which represents UL Tx beam(s).

E. BEAM MAINTENANCE
Beammaintenance (including beam tracking and refinement)
is designed to handle the issues of beammisalignment caused
by unexpected UE mobility as well as to support beam
refinement from wide to narrow beams. To be more specific,
it involves beam tracking or refinement per Tx/Rx beam(s)
which can be supported by P2 and P3 respectively. Through
probing neighboring beams, beam tracking can efficiently
track and compensate the change of optimal transmission
direction. Besides, beam refinement can be based on wide
beam selected from P1. Multiple BF RS resources can be
configured to perform beam sweeping of finer beams under
the angular range of the selected wide beam. The procedure
can be triggered by TRP with configurable number of sweep-
ing beams for beam tracking/refinement. The UE may report
the updated RSRP information based on finer beams. With
flexible triggering of these procedures, the hierarchical beam
search [31] can be supported to reduce the complexity and
searching time compared to the exhaustive beam search.

In the case that link qualities are lower than expecta-
tion, TRP and UE would directly probe alternative beams
with grouping indication before switching beam group for
data/control channel and subsequently determine whether to
switch its transmission beam group(s) to an alternative group
accordingly. If the alternative group is found in the reported
set, data can be transmitted continuously without outage or
beam failure.

F. BEAM FAILURE RECOVERY
The directional communication introduced by beam
based operation limits the multipath diversity and make
the communication susceptible to channel fluctuation.
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FIGURE 6. Beam failure recovery procedure.

Channel blockage, like human blockage, poses approxi-
mately 20dB attenuation [32]. Moreover, UE mobility, like
rotation, may bring misalignment between Tx and Rx beams,
which results in a significant loss on beam-forming gainwhen
beam tracking fails.

If beam maintenance cannot work well and beam link
failure for control channel occurs, UE initiated beam failure
recovery, used for identifying new potential beam(s) and ini-
tiating beam recovery request, would be enabled accordingly.
Beam failure recovery mechanism includes the following
aspects:
• Beam failure detection
• New candidate beam identification
• Beam failure recovery request transmission
• UE monitoring TRP response for beam failure recovery
request

A UE monitors the RS for beam failure detection to assess
if any beam failure triggering condition has been met. Once
the beam failure event is declared and if one or more new can-
didate beam(s) are identified, the beam recovery procedure is
triggered as shown in Figure 6. Information carried by beam
recovery request, including UE identifier and new candidate
beam(s), would be delivered to TRP. After that, the UE moni-
tors the corresponding control channel search space to receive
TRP response for beam failure recovery request, which is
transmitted by the new Tx beam(s) identified by the UE.
To accelerate the procedure of beam recovery and ensure
the robustness of this message delivery, non-contention based
channel based on physical random access channel (PRACH)
(instead of contention-based) can be used for carrying beam
failure recovery request for primary cell in Release 15. In
Release 16, uplink control channel is additionally supported
for carrying beam failure recovery request for secondary cells
in the case of carrier aggregation. After this beam failure
recovery process, the TRP and UE can use the newly iden-
tified beam(s) for subsequent communication.

IV. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE TRENDS FOR BEYOND 5G
As the submission of 3GPP 5G solutions for IMT-2020 to
ITU has been finalized in June 2019 [33], the standardization
process for beyond 5G has been initialized and planned.
For beam management, the motivation for beyond 5G is

to extend broader use cases and scenarios, e.g., ultra reli-
able & low latency communication (URLLC), mmWave
MU-MIMO enhancement, and UE power saving, etc. In order
to support these use cases, technical improvements for 5G
beam management become indispensable.

In this section, challenges and further trends for beyond
5G beam management are analyzed. The potential topics
for beyond 5G beam management include UL simultane-
ous transmission across multi-panel (STxMP), interference-
aware beam management in MU-MIMO, UE centric panel
management and artificial intelligence (AI) based beamman-
agement. Details of each topic are described in Parts A-D
below.

A. UL SIMULTANEOUS TRANSMISSION ACROSS
MULTI-PANEL (STxMP)
Antenna panel is a general terminology in standard to
describe antenna sub-array or antenna beamforming module.
For UEs supporting millimeter wave communication, a large
single panel is not desirable due to physical limitation of
UE form factor. In addition, increasing separation between
antenna panels or placing multi-panels in different sides of
a UE make the beam direction more distinct which enables
higher dimension of spatial multiplexing. So, it is common to
have multiple antenna panels in a UE supporting millimeter
wave communication [34] where panels are placed along
the top and bottom edges or on different sides of the UE
so that each panel can point to different directions i.e. with
different boresight. Even with multiple panels equipped in a
UE, it is challenging to consider simultaneous transmission
across multiple panels considering interference. Hence, 5G
NR specification in Release 15 and Release 16 is generally
based on typical scenario that there is a single available Tx
panel in the UE side, which means that only one UL TX
beam can be transmitted at a given time instant. With this lim-
ited flexibility on UL transmission, challenges are expected
to be encountered to support scenarios like multi-TRP and
Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) where simultaneous communi-
cationwith different nodes is required. Therefore, multi-panel
enhancement is considered as one of the essential features
for beyond 5G evolution. In [35], uplink multi-panel MIMO
for NR is briefly discussed. In next part of this section, more
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FIGURE 7. STxMP in multi-panel multi-TRP.

FIGURE 8. UE centric panel management.

details about multi-panel operation assumptions discussed in
NR Release 16 are provided.

For both TRP and UE sides, there are multiple panels for
UL transmission. In order to achieve high rank or multi-layer
transmission, the TRP and UE should strive to use different
beams generated from different panels, i.e., STxMP, with
objective of sufficiently using capability of each panel. One
typical scenario for STxMP is shown in Figure 7, where
the UE is to simultaneously transmit uplink signals to two
separate TRPs through using its 4 antenna panels. Proper
interference coordination for multi-panel simultaneous trans-
mission to different multi-TRP is required.

One challenge for the network to support simultaneous
UL transmission across multiple panels is various possible
hardware architecture at UE which results in different UE
capabilities. Taking into account these different capabilities,
UEs with multiple panels can be divided into the following
categories, which is shown in Figure 8.
• Multi-panel UE (MPUE)-Assumption1: Multiple panels
are implemented on a UE and only one panel can be acti-
vated at a time, with panel switching/activation delay,
e.g., 3 ms.

• MPUE-Assumption2: Multiple panels are implemented
on a UE and multiple panels can be activated at a time
and one or more panels can be used for transmission

• MPUE-Assumption3: Multiple panels are implemented
on a UE and multiple panels can be activated at a time
but only one panel can be used for transmission

Since TRP is unaware of some real-time information at UE
side, e.g., blockage, overheat or low-power mode, UE centric
panel management should be considered. This means that
panel state, e.g., sleep or active, can be determined by UE
side, and only active panels can be scheduled by TRP side.
To guarantee the same understanding of UE panel state, the
following issues should be fully studied.
• Panel-specific information can be reported to TRP from
UE in order to enable panel-specific information inter-
action between TRP and UE sides. To be more specific,
determination of panel state (e.g. active or inactive state)
can be divided into three categories: (a) UE panel state is
up to UE’s decision; (b) UE panel state can be requested
by UE but it is up to TRP’s configuration/confirmation;
(c) upper bound of active UE panel can be flexibly
requested by UE assistance information, but UE panel
states are up to TRP configurations.

• The configuration framework for transmission param-
eters and corresponding timeline for panel switching
should be considered to be grouped or switched together,
in order to support dynamic panel switching. When
UE panel state (e.g., two active panels) is switched to
another state (e.g., an active panel), the transmission
parameters for UL channel and reference signals should
be updated simultaneously under a pre-defined timeline.

B. INTERFERENCE AWARE BEAM MANAGEMENT
IN MU-MIMO
In 5G NR, the UE reports N Tx beams (i.e., downlink (DL)
reference signal (RS) index) and its corresponding L1-RSRP
results. Subsequently TRP will select one beam from can-
didate set according to beam reporting and its scheduling
schemes. However, sometimes this kind of selection criterion
cannot reflect the actual quality of selected beams, for the
perspective of data transmission.
• To be more specific, the RSRP is defined as the linear
average (in [W]) over the power contribution of the
resource elements that carry the corresponding DL RSs
for measurement, where the power per resource element
is determined from the energy received during the useful
part of symbol, excluding cyclic prefix (CP).

The RSRP can only represent the receive power cor-
responding to the DL RS without considering impact of
interference and noise power. Hence, this cannot represent
transmission performance accurately, i.e., block-error-rate
(BLER). Different interference level may be observed for
different beam link, and as a result, one beam link with
larger RSRP may have worst BLER performance than that
with smaller RSRP. For instance, the antenna groups in TRP
are divided into several groups, each of which is to inde-
pendently serve one UE in MU-MIMO scenarios, as shown
in Figure 9, where there are three TRP antenna groups
of {panel-1, panel-2}, {panel-3} and {panel-4} for UE-a,
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FIGURE 9. Interference aware beam management in MU-MIMO.

UE-b and UE-c, respectively. The challenge of this scenario
is to support beam selection for different UEs taking into
account of MU interference. Interference aware beam man-
agement can help in the aspects of beam reporting and beam
indication.
• Low-interference beam reporting: For one given trans-
mission, interference is not only related to Tx beam
indication for UE specific transmission, e.g., DL RS for
channel measurement, but also related to scheduling for
other UEs, i.e., Tx beam for other UEs in MU-MIMO,
due to the direction of interference transmission. The
level of interference may depend on UE-side Rx beam-
forming, which means that, for different Tx-Rx beam
links, different levels of interference are observed
from different interfering beams. Consequently, infor-
mation of low-interference beam ID(s) reported from
each UE along with the recommended beam ID for
transmission, is helpful for the assistance of beam
scheduling forMU-MIMO andmulti-TRP transmission.
In [36], [37], the comprehensive simulation results are
shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of this low-
interference beam reporting.

• Beam indication with interference-beam information
should be considered for optimizing UE side beam-
forming. Given the same DL RS as a reference for
beam indication for the channel part, UE behavior for
determination of Rx beamforming weights with differ-
ent assumptions of interference beam(s) can be differ-
ent. For example, with the knowledge of both channel
part and interference part, receive beamforming can be
partitioned into two parts for data-signal enhancement
and interference nulling respectively [38]. The partition-
ing relies on the decomposition of analog beamforming
vectors and path observation vectors into Kronecker
products of factors being uni-modulus vectors. Different
factors of the analog beamformer are designed for either
nulling interference paths or coherently combining data
paths. Therefore, from UE perspective, the signaling for
beam indication should also provide the interference
beam information so that the UE can perform proper
partitioning of receive analog beamforming.

In Release 16, support of layer 1 SINR reporting from UE
has been introduced which provides base station a fast layer
1 metric considering interference. However, reporting further
information on interference and beam indication of interfer-
ence has not been standardized yet. To support advanced
multi-user schemes studied in the existing work in this area,
enhancements on beam reporting and indication should be
considered for the future releases of 5G or beyond. With
support of these enhancements, the proposals in [39] such as
multi-user beam training and inter-user interference coordi-
nation can be realized in the network. In addition, support
of interference aware beam reporting enables the network
to implement multiple resource allocation schemes consider-
ing multi-user hybrid beamforming described in [40]. More-
over, enhancements on interference aware beam reporting
and beam indication can be considered for supporting more
advanced form of multi-user access like NOMA multi-user
systems [41], [42]. In addition to spatial domain information
of interfering beam, power domain information can be recom-
mended by UE to assist BS scheduling and power allocation.
Along with beam indication, power domain information can
be indicated to UE to assist UE receiver for interference
cancellation.

C. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE BASED BEAM
MANAGEMENT
Application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms includ-
ing machine learning (ML) algorithms in communication
networks has drawn a lot of interest in recent research. It has
been started that AI algorithms are used for deployment of 5G
networks. It is expected that AI applications will be more
widely used in the network or even UE implementation.
In general, AI is a tool to help network to make a quicker and
wiser decision based on training data in the past. The poten-
tial benefits of standardization support are feedback/control
signaling overhead reduction, more accurate feedback and
enabling better AI algorithms which require coordination
between base station and UE. These potential benefits will
then translate to better system performance, e.g., in terms of
throughput and reliability. AI can be applied in the following
two beam management aspects:
• Beam-forming training [43]–[45]: For mmWave chan-
nels, contributions from most of the non-coherent paths
would be negligible due to the fact that their powers
are below noise floor of receiver. The dominant paths
that are used to support subsequent data transmissions
are limited. Machine-learning for beam training consid-
ering the sparse nature of the mmWave channels [43]
is a trend for massive beam-forming training, taking
into account that the number of dominant beam pairs
is far less than the total number of candidate pairs.
Besides, the system should balance various performance
metrics, e.g., average throughput, cell-edge throughput,
and intra/inter-cell interference mitigation/coordination,
when performing multi-UE beam management in dense
mmWave network. The deep learning based beam
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management becomes a powerful tool to mitigate the
complexity of radio resource management problem.
In [44], a deep-learning based beam management and
interference coordination is proposed, and herein the
beam direction, beamwidth and transmit power of each
beam can be optimized simultaneously. In [45], learning
based beam training is evaluated against conventional
method of exhaustive beam search. It can be shown that
lower latency and higher throughput can be achieved
by using learning based beam training which can learn
the environments with consideration of blockage. In this
case, history like channel correlation/blockage of a UE
can be reported by theUE or exchanged by different base
stations.

• Beam tracking [17], [46]–[48]: Beam tracking is a
widely-adopted approach to address the problem of
device mobility. By probing neighboring steerable
beams, it can efficiently track and compensate the
change of optimal communication orientation. How-
ever, the mobility information such as speed and direc-
tion for a given device can be uncertain if there is
no history information. Consequently, learning of UE-
specific beam switching, taking into account factors
like direction, velocity and location, is important for
determining the number and range of probing beams
for beam tracking. Training data can be collected from
UE behavior related to UE mobility. Beam switching
can be then determined based on predicted or reported
UE moving trajectory. In [17], an online beam pair
selection and refinement algorithm is proposed. Com-
pared to offline approach, online learning enables update
to the database by collecting new observations during
beam tracking operation. It is expected that online and
offline approaches would have different standardization
impact. In [47], a machine learning solution is proposed
to enhance beam management and multiuser scheduling
by modeling the mapping between geo-locations of UEs
and their serving beams or serving cells in a multi-user
multi-cell environment. In [48], it showed that overhead
of pilots can be saved by predicting CSI based on the
past CSI using machine learning algorithm. This can
potentially have standardization impact on flexible pilot
assignment indicated by the base station depending on
the machine learning algorithm implemented in the base
station.

To support AI based beam management in 3GPP standard,
it may not be necessary to standardize different types of
neural network since it can be up to BS or UE’s imple-
mentation to decide which type of AI algorithm is used.
The standardization support to AI based beam management
is mostly to define signaling framework to facilitate AI
based beam management. There are four examples as shown
in Figure 10.
• In Figure 10a, feedback on UE mobility information by
UE is standardized so that it can be used as an input to the
neural network at BS for AI based beam management.

FIGURE 10. Standardization impact on AI based beam management.

• In Figure 10b, AI based beam management for future
beam prediction is done at BS and signaling of future
beam indication information with time stamps can be
indicated to UE.

• In Figure 10c, neural network is implemented at UE
side in this case. Feedback is standardized to support AI
output results from UE e.g. beam prediction results or
recommended demodulation pilot information fromUE.

• In Figure 10d, collaborative AI is done between BS and
UE. The BS performs training and downloads the trained
neural network to the UE. The execution is done at UE
to generate the output for final beam prediction result.
In this case, it potentially requires more standardization
effort compared to the above three cases. The standard
needs to define the mechanism to download the neural
network. The structure of the neural network may need
to be standardized. For different use cases, the required
structure of neural network can be different. Hence it
can be challenging to have standardization support on
collaborative AI between BS and UE.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide an overview on the standardized
MIMO framework supporting beam management and CSI
acquisition in 5G NR. Flexible and scalable multi-stage
feedback framework is introduced to achieve the common
framework for various situations considering factors such as
scenarios, beamforming structures, frequency bands and lev-
els of channel reciprocity. The 5GNR standard supports beam
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management procedure including beam sweeping, beam
measurement, beam reporting, beam indication, beam main-
tenance and beam failure recovery. For beam reporting, eval-
uation is conducted to show the gain of beam group based
reporting compared to non-group based reporting. Moreover,
challenges and future trends for beyond 5G evolution on
mmWave beam management are discussed. Particularly, top-
ics of simultaneous multi-panel transmission, interference-
aware beam management for MU-MIMO and AI based beam
management are considered as future trends for beyond 5G
evolution.
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